NALP Announces Provisional Timing Guidelines for 2010,  
Adopting 28-Day Rolling Response Deadline

The NALP Board of Directors has announced provisional timing guidelines for the 2010 recruiting cycle, adopting a 28-day rolling response deadline for candidates not previously employed by the employer, and a November 1 response deadline for candidates who have been previously employed by the employer.

This decision comes on the heels of months of member outreach and industry dialogue about the legal industry’s recruiting processes. In a communication to its membership earlier today, the Board reported on the actions taken during its meeting yesterday.

In August 2009, in response to concerns voiced by its membership about the current legal recruiting process, the NALP Board formed an independent Commission on Recruiting in the Legal Profession and charged it with reviewing the current recruitment model and engaging in a nationwide conversation about potential changes. In the intervening months, the Commission has undertaken extensive member outreach as well as research into the recruiting practices of other industries, and of the legal profession in other countries.

In early January of this year the Commission issued a report that included proposed recommendations that would have moved the current recruiting model away from rolling response deadlines to a model based on “offer kickoff dates,” specific dates before which offers could not be made. The recommendations responded to the recruiting challenges identified by the membership. During a public comment period our members participated in a spirited and thoughtful dialogue about the proposed recommendations. After reviewing member feedback it became clear that there was no consensus among the membership about the nature and scale of change that might be appropriate. As a result, the Commission did not submit its original proposal as a final recommendation. Instead, based on member feedback, in its final report to the Board the Commission described other possible changes to the Principles and Standards that might be considered.

During its recent meeting, the Board considered all of the Commission’s work, the subsequent member feedback, and the possible changes the Commission described. As a result, the Board took two actions. First, the Board adopted the two provisional changes to the Timing Guidelines as noted above and described in more detail below. Second, the Board affirmed the importance of the ongoing work of the Commission in continuing to explore ways in which the legal recruitment process might be improved.

For the 2010 recruiting cycle, Part V of NALP’s Principles and Standards (the Timing Guidelines) will remain largely unchanged, with the exception of two important modifications.

— more —
Two years ago, in 2008, NALP changed the Timing Guidelines and replaced the former December 1 response date with the current rolling offers provision. Since then, students who had not previously worked for an employer had 45 days to respond to an offer from that employer for summer or permanent employment. Member feedback to the Commission this year from law schools and legal employers has indicated that a shorter period will still allow students sufficient time to choose among competing offers. Therefore, beginning in August of 2010, students will have 28 days to respond to an offer from an employer for which the student has not worked. All of the other provisions of the Timing Guidelines related to such offers will remain the same, including the extension provisions, the offer expiration provisions, the number of offers students may hold, and the 1L recruiting provisions.

For offers to candidates who have been previously employed, the response deadline will return to November 1. The reaffirmation provisions for these offers will remain in place.

A revised version of the Part V Timing Guidelines provisions in NALP’s Principles and Standards is expected to be released within one week’s time. As has been the case in the past when there have been changes to the Timing Guidelines, these changes have been adopted by the NALP Board of Directors on a one-year provisional basis, and the association’s membership will be given an opportunity to ratify these changes at the conclusion of the provisional year.

In a statement released by NALP, LeaNora Ruffin, the association’s President, said

“The core purpose of NALP’s Principles and Standards has always been to provide an ethical framework for the recruitment of law students. They are guidelines and not regulations, however. NALP member law schools and legal employers are autonomous organizations, and it has always been up to each law school and each legal employer to agree to the terms and conditions for law student recruitment on each campus. NALP’s timing guidelines provide helpful guidance to our members, and it is a credit to the association and to the industry that there has been broad support for the guidelines, and widespread agreement to the timing provisions in the guidelines.”

Ruffin’s statement continues: “The Board believes that the adoption of the 28-day rolling response provision for the 2010 recruiting cycle accommodates the competing interests of the broadest range of our member institutions. NALP will continue to monitor the ethical framework reflected in its Principles and Standards to ensure its ongoing effectiveness.”

---
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